This lecture series brings together four leading scholars of International Relations from the London School of Economics to discuss some of the most pressing issues facing the Middle East today, including the impact of conflict, violence and political and socio-economic change on geopolitical alliances, foreign policy, displacement, notions of citizenship and statehood and political ideologies. The lecture series is co-sponsored by the London School of Economics - Middle East Centre (LSE-MEC), Tunis Business School (TBS), University of Tunis and Le Centre d’Etudes Maghrébines à Tunis (CEMAT). The lecture series is part of a broader collaboration project between TBS and LSE-MEC to enhance collaboration and International Relations teaching and research at TBS.

“ISLAMISM AND NEOLIBERALISM IN THE AFTERMATH OF THE 2011 ARAB UPRISINGS: THE FREEDOM AND JUSTICE PARTY IN EGYPT AND NAHDHA IN TUNISIA”

Lecture by Pr. Katerina Dalacoura

Katerina Dalacoura is associate professor in the International Relations Department of the London School of Economics. She is specialised in democracy and human rights norms and Islamism in the Middle East, with special reference to Turkey and Egypt; aspects of Western policy in the Middle East; and the international politics of culture and religion, with particular reference to Islam.

The event will take place at CEMAT on Wednesday April 22nd, 2015 at 10:00. A light reception will follow.